Public Safety and Justice – Strategy Map
We Value Collaboration, Prevention, Access, Fairness, Timeliness, Responsiveness, Professionalism, Creativity, Innovation, and Integration
STRATEGIES

PRE-ARREST
PREVENTION, TREATMENT,
INTERVENTION OPTIONS

**Use of evidence based practices: Monitor, Evaluate, and Adapt






Permanent supportive housing
Mental health support services
Substance abuse treatment
Community policing

POST-ARREST
DIVERSION OPTIONS








Diversion services
Mental health triage
Problem-solving courts
Transitional housing
Pre-trial supervision
Work release
Electronic Home Monitoring

SYSTEM AND DUE PROCESS
IMPROVEMENTS


Differential case management
system
Pretrial information



OBJECTIVES
Acknowledge and support comprehensive mental
illness and substance abuse treatment, recovery,
medical and housing support.

Divert to more collaborative models of justice
when deemed more appropriate than the
traditional adversarial system.

(Thurston Thrives)

So that

Prevent entry into, or
deeper involvement with,
the criminal justice system

Increase investments in social support system
so that jail is not the default social system.
Potential Key Measures: ↑ housing options, ↑ mental
health support, ↓ACES, ↓substance abuse

So that

So that

So that

Increase probability that criminal activity is reduced.

Strike the right balance between
community safety, defendant
rehabilitation, accountability and cost
effectiveness.

Reduce pre-trial time in jail.




Integrate social and education systems with law and
justice system.

So that

So that

So that

and

Potential Key Measures: ↓average daily population,
↑participation in community corrections and alternative
court programs, ↓pre-trial jail days, ↓continuances,
↓time in jail between arraignment and disposition
Target: What are baselines?

Provide decision makers with alternatives to
incarceration at every point in the system.

Legal rights and due
process for all people
are respected and
honored.

Leverage law and justice resources expended
throughout the county.
REENTRY/EXIT STRATEGIES
Work release
Electronic home monitoring
Probation
TST housing pilot
Holistic defense
Employment/skills training
Intensive case management
Relicensing program
Exit survey
Peer counseling/volunteer
opportunities

Build upon community corrections capacity and
increase alternative sentencing options.

Increase access to health insurance, housing,
education, pre-employment training, and
treatment/recovery services for offenders exiting
the criminal justice system.

People are held
accountable for
criminal conduct;

Reduce court delays and continuances.

So that












People are safe where
they live, work and play
in Thurston County;

and

SYSTEM INTERCONNECTEDNESS
Referral network of offender
services
Regional correctional services
In school programs

Potential Key Measures: ↓inmates with mental health
and substance abuse diagnoses, ↓incidences of domestic
violence, ↓crimes per capita, ↓calls for service,
↓referrals, ↓first time offenders,
Target: What are baselines?

So that

Clarify data definitions and improve shared
information systems and capacity to analyze, assess
and manage cases and resources.



So that

Decrease incarceration of non-violent and mentally ill
offenders where appropriate so that incarceration is
primarily used to protect community from highest
risk offenders.

Maintain low risk offenders in the community
closer to their support systems and treatment
providers rather than incarceration.

Gather clear, consistent and rapid assessment of
risk and needs information so that cases can be
moved through the system quickly.

VISION

Work with:
Child and Youth Resiliency,
Clinical and Housing Action Teams

Acknowledge and support programs focused on
reducing domestic violence/sexual assault;
preventing abuse and neglect of vulnerable
populations; and intervening or preventing youth
involvement in gangs.

Increase positive and responsive law enforcement
in communities.

GOALS

So that

Offenders who enter the law and justice system exit
the system with opportunities to succeed as a
productive member of society and with the capacity
to build social connections.

So that

Reduce the number of offenders who
return to the law and justice system

So that

Key Measure Options:
Crimes per capita?
Safety perception measure?
Investment in urban centers?
Target: What is baseline?

Potential Key Measure: ↓recidivism rates (need to
define)
Target: What is baseline

A functional law and justice system depends upon a robust social support system
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